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Commentary

Traditionally, back problems have been addressed from the biomedical area. For a long time the “radiologic-anatomy model” has been considered unusable because they have failed to respond to knowledge about the source of pain or therapeutic approaches used have solved the reduced chronic pain or disability [1].

In this way, it was like the biomedical reductionist approach was replaced by the “biopsychosocial model” [1] which proposes that psychological and social factors along with biological variables in understanding a person’s disease are included.

However, back health has focused mainly from the workplace due to high, direct and indirect, costs that cause disability and disability workers.

In contrast and in the educational field, back pain in children was considered rare and therefore was not subject of study [2,3] until the appearance of the first studies on the prevalence of back problems children and adolescents who proved the opposite [4]. That is, the back problems in childhood are high and that failure to act in time could impact worsen in adulthood.

Thus, the school becomes one of the main stages of education and youth socialization, therefore, the World Health Organization [5] has been identified as an effective environment to improve child health. Several authors’ specialists in the field have already ratified the school plays a key role to intervene in the prevention and health promotion back [6-8].

In the school, the health back as practical content in the curriculum has been developed exclusively for the area of Physical Education.

According to some authors as Grison [7] argue that the physical education teacher is the best positioned and prepared to observe the position of the students, and to develop an back care education program and preventive action in collaboration with school health services. Despite the limited number of hours possessing the Physical Education (PE) in schools, the role of PE teacher can be important, especially for the application of the principles of back care [9].

The fact that the students are subjected to a variety of risk factors in their daily lives: the transport of incorrect and excessive backpack load, prolonged and improper sitting position, poor postural change; the use of furniture school uniform, inadequate physical activity, poor posture during physical exercise, sedentary lifestyle, high body mass index, reduced mobility and flexibility of muscles and joints, insufficient strength and stability in the trunk musculature, psychosocial factors, etc. [2,10,11] requires that the contents related to the back care and their evaluation play a unifying role in the official curriculum, especially in the field of Physical Education, as claimed several authors [12-14].

For this reason, the main objective is that the students be able to learn, acquire and maintain good health habits to care for their back, and improve their quality of life, reducing and preventing high prevalence of back problems that have.

Currently, despite the extensive knowledge developed in the field of sciences of physical activity and sport, there are no specific guidelines on the prescription of exercise for back health in adolescents

However, some studies suggest developing intervention programs teaching to children from 8 years old to adolescents: basic anatomy and pathology of the back and the basic principles of biomechanical favourable postures during standing, sitting, lying, lifting, pushing and bending, and to use a ludic and active methodology to explain the back care principles making them easy to understand and attractive for the children through the use of games and varied material [15]; to teach and work out the core musculature, proper posture, and spinal alignment [16]; and to practice isometric abdominal exercises and the hollowing abdominal [17].

Therefore, back education programs in students should be conducted by physical education teachers to possess specific knowledge about movement and body posture, be able to address these programs in the educational curriculum, because they can provide instant feedback during physical education classes, to be able to address the postural education from different content such as fitness, gymnastic skills, sports, etc., and because from the area of physical education can be combined on the conceptual back care and procedural content in which students practically apply what they have learned [18].

Despite receiving support teaching related to fitness and back health knowledge, little about the effectiveness of learning and teaching processes on the Physical Education area is known. The literature includes no studies to indicate which variables are associated with effective teaching on back health and therefore should continue studying in this line.
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